Spray-dried microparticles containing polymeric nanocapsules: formulation aspects, liquid phase interactions and particles characteristics.
Up to now, the full potential of polymer-based nanoparticles is not yet exploited because of a lack of stability when conserved in aqueous medium. The present paper reports the water elimination from nanocapsules (NC) dispersions by means of the spray-drying technique with the aim to achieve dried solid forms of interest using colloidal silicon dioxide as drying auxiliary. The influence of formulation parameters on the suspension behaviour and on the powders characteristics was also evaluated. Our findings demonstrated that the mixing protocol, the concentrations of both NC and silica are crucial parameters that affect the feed behaviour and the spray-dried particles characteristics. Interactions occurring in the feed are directed by hydrogen bounds and were more sensitive to the silica concentration than that of NC as evidenced by rheological measurements. The NC are entrapped within solid dried matrixes following their interaction with silica particles in the feed. SEM analyses of the obtained powders showed spherical separated microparticles formed by the association of NC and silica when they are mixed at adequate concentrations in the feed before spray-drying. On the other hand, fused agglomerated particles presenting NC at their surface, characterised by irregular shapes and a strong adhesiveness were prepared when the silica concentration was not sufficient. The surface composition of the spray-dried powders was investigated using the ESCA technique and revealed the NC exclusion from the surface to obtain powders suitable for further handling.